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Abstract. In this paper, the effect of reducing noise from ECG signals is investigated by applying filters in compliance with the standards for ECG devices,
removing and interpolating low amplitude signals. Torso-tank experiment data
was used with electrical activity recorded simultaneously from 128 tank electrodes and 108 epicardial sock electrodes. Subsequently, 10 representative beats
were selected for analysis. Tikhonov zero-order regularization method was used
to solve the inverse problem for the following groups; raw fullset, filtered fullset, raw low amplitude removed, filtered low amplitude removed, raw low amplitude interpolated, filtered low amplitude interpolated torso signals. Pearson’s
correlation was used for comparison between measured and computed electrograms and between activation maps derived from them. Filtering the signal according to the standards improved the reconstructed electrograms. In addition,
removal of low amplitude signals and replacing them with interpolated signals
combined with filtering according to the standard significantly improved the reconstructed electrograms and derived activation maps.

1 Introduction
Electrocardiographic imaging (ECGI) is a reconstruction of cardiac electrical activity
from high number of body surface electrodes and a patient specific heart-torso geometry. It is noticeable that ECGI has attracted the attention of both industry and academic
researchers in the recent decade. It is a promising technique for guiding ablation therapy for atrial and ventricular arrhythmias[1]. The error in non-invasive electrocardiographic imaging (ECGI) reconstruction can be partially attributed to two main sources

of signal noise. Firstly, low amplitude ECG signal recorded from the tank electrodes
located away from the heart. Secondly, noises that contaminate ECG signal such as
baseline drift, muscle artifact, and power line interference. In this paper, we will investigate the effect of removal or interpolating these low amplitude ECG signals on
the inverse reconstruction of cardiac electrical activity which has not been investigated
in the literature yet. In addition, we investigate the impact of applying a designed
digital filter that complies with International and American standards for diagnostic
ECG devices on the inverse reconstruction of epicardial potentials. We evaluate both
filtering and interpolation based on a data recorded from both heart and tank surfaces
in torso-tank experiment that contain an explanted pig’s heart [2].

2 Methods

2.1 Torso-Tank Experimental Setup
All experimental data was obtained in accordance with the guidelines from Directive
2010/63/EU of the European Parliament on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes and approved by the local ethical committee and has previously been
described in [2]. An explanted pig’s heart was suspended in an instrumented, human
shaped, electrolytic torso tank. Electrical potentials were recorded simultaneously
from 128 tank electrodes and 108 sock electrodes at 2 kHz (BioSemi, the Netherlands) and referenced to a Wilson’s central terminal. Following that, 3D rotational
fluoroscopy (Artis, Siemens) was used to acquire heart and tank geometries and locations of electrodes.

Fig. 1. The geometry of the heart and torso tank with the locations of tank electrodes marked
in blue a) anterior view. b) posterior view [3].

2.2 Removal of Low Amplitude ECG Signals
After manual investigating of ECGs recorded from all tank electrodes, it appeared that
the signals recorded from the inferior anterior and inferior posterior region (Fig. 1) of
the tank have low amplitude (< 0.2 mV peak to peak). To investigate the impact of
these low amplitude signals (21 tank signals) on ECGI reconstruction, the inverse
problem was solved before and after discarding these signals and solutions compared.
2.3 Interpolating Low Amplitude ECG Signals
Laplacian interpolation [4][5] has been reported in the literature for interpolating
missing information in body surface potential maps. In this paper, 21 low amplitude
ECG signals (< 0.2 mV peak to peak) were removed, and the remaining 107 tank
signals were used to interpolate signals at these locations. Epicardial potentials were
calculated by solving the inverse problem before and after the interpolation and solution compared.

2.4 ECG Signal Filtering

High-Pass Filter for Baseline Wander Removal. The change of electrical
impedance at the skin-electrode interface which is resulted from subject movement,
respiration, and perspiration appears in the recorded ECG signal as a low frequency
noise called baseline wander (Fig. 2a & 2b). This noise may hinder important ECG
features such as ST-segment which is an important indicator for the diagnosis of
myocardial infarction and ischemia. Hence, the suppression of baseline wander while
preserving the ST-segment and other ECG components is the desired goal.
Current international IEC 60601-2-51, and American Standard AAMI EC11 for diagnostic electrocardiographic devices adopt the following recommendation[6]:
− cut-off frequency (-3dB) of the high pass filter shall not exceed 0.5 Hz.
− applying a 0.3 mV-s test signal to the high pass filter shall not result in a displacement in the baseline of more than 0.1 mV.
− passband ripple within 0.67 – 40 Hz range shall not exceed 0.9dB [6].
There are plenty of available digital filters to pick from. Infinite Impulse Response
(IIR) Butterworth Filter is the right selection when it comes to the flatness in the passband. A high pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency (-3dB) of 0.5 Hz and
order 3 was designed and implemented in the forward and backward direction to ensure the compliance with the previously mentioned standards.
Power Line Frequency Removal. The contamination of ECG signal by 50/60 Hz
power line interference is a major problem that prevents accurate interpretation and
may lead to a misdiagnosis (Fig. 2d). Digital filters are used to eliminate this noise or
reduce its impact. However, inaccurate implementation of these filters can cause an
unacceptable ringing effect in the ECG signal after the QRS complex. This is caused
when using a filter with high order. AAMI standards does not have an item for testing
the ringing effect of a notch filter [7]. However, the British and European standard BS
EN 60601-2-51:2003 states that the ringing peak to peak noise should not exceed 50
μV when a test ECG signal ANE20000 is used to test the filter. Since this signal is a
closed source and it is difficult to access, we have used a simulated triangular signal of
3mV amplitude and 100ms duration to test the ringing effect of our notch filter. The
resulting peak to peak ringing noise is 24 μV which is below 50 μV requested by the
European and British standard [7].

Fig. 2. a) Raw signal recorded from 128 torso electrodes. b) ECG signal at electrode number 1
before (blue) and after (red) baseline wander (0.5Hz, order 3, 0-phase). c) ECG signal at electrode number 1 before (blue) and after (red) removing High frequency noise (150Hz, order 3,
0-phase). d) ECG signal at electrode number 1 before (blue) and after (red) removing 50Hz
line interference.

Low-Pass Filter for the Suppression of High Frequency Interference. High frequency noises such as muscle artifacts corrupt ECG signals and may hide some important features needed for ECG interpretations (Fig. 2c). The recommendation of
American Heart Association (AHA) for diagnostic electrocardiographic devices is to
use low-pass filters with cut-off frequency at 150Hz to prevent the distortion of the
QRS complex and maintain the small high frequency notches needed for diagnosis [8].
We have used a Butterworth low-pass filter with cut-off frequency at 150Hz and order
3 to eliminate the high frequency noise from the signal.
2.5 Inverse Reconstruction of Epicardial Potentials
To solve the inverse problem, a forward transformation matrix that relates the epicardial potentials (894 nodes) to torso tank surface potentials (107 or 128 nodes) was
calculated using the boundary element method (BEM) assuming the conductivity of
the volume between heart surface and tank surface is homogenous [9]. We solved the
inverse problem using Tikhonov zero-order regularization method from a toolkit for
forward/inverse problems in electrocardiography within the SCIRun environment [3].
Ten beats were selected for the analysis (Fig 3). These signals were processed in
different ways; filtering, removal of low amplitude signals, and interpolating low amplitude signals. The resulting signals; raw fullset signals, filtered fullset signals, raw
(low amplitude removed) signals, filtered (low amplitude removed) signals, raw (low
amplitude interpolated) signals, filtered (low amplitude interpolated) signals, were

used for solving the inverse problem leading to 6 different solutions for each beat (Fig
4). Comparison was performed between the computed electrograms and the measured
electrograms (Ground Truth) using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Activation times
were defined by fitting a global activation field to activation delays between electrograms [10]. Activation was also compared using Pearson’s correlation. Student’s t-test
was used for statistical analysis with statistical significance defined for p<0.05.

Fig. 3. Raw vs filtered ECG signal recorded at one of the electrodes. Ten representative beats
marked in red were selected for analysis.

Fig 4. Flow diagram which shows the protocol followed to prepare tank signals for the inverse
reconstruction.

3 Results
The median correlation between computed and measured EGMs of the 10 beats are as
shown in Fig. 5. For the three categories of signals (fullset, low amplitude removed,
low amplitude interpolated), filtering the signal according to the standards significant-

ly improved the inverse reconstruction of epicardial potentials (p<0.01). Comparing
between filtered signals showed that epicardial reconstruction better for filtered LAinterpolated signals than for filtered fullset signals which was better than that for filtered LA-removed signals (p<0.05).

Fig. 5. Comparison of median correlation between different groups. Filtered fullset > unfiltered
fullset (p<0.01), Filtered LA removed > unfiltered LA removed (p<0.01), Filtered LA interpolated > unfiltered LA interpolated (p<0.01), Filtered LA interpolated > Filtered fullset > Filtered LA removed (p<0.05).

Fig. 6. Correlation between computed activation times and measured activation times for different groups. Filtered LA interpolated > all other groups (p<0.05). difference between any
other groups is insignificant (p>0.1)

Fig. 6 shows that when comparing between computed and measured activation
times, the filtered LA-interpolated signals resulted in the best solution as compared to

any other filtered or unfiltered signals (p<0.05). there is no significant different between any other groups shown in Fig. 6 (p>0.1). Fig. 7 shows the high correlation
between Activation maps derived from recorded and reconstructed electrograms using
filtered LA-interpolated torso signals for the seventh selected beat.

4 Discussion
Filtering tank ECG signals is an important processing method for a better inverse
reconstruction of epicardial potentials. However, careful filtering (zero-phase or linear
phase response, 0.5-150Hz notched at 50Hz, lower than 50uV peak to peak ringing
artifact) that is according with international and American standard for ECG diagnostic devices[6] should be implemented to guarantee this improvement in the reconstruction. Low amplitude ECG signals (<0.2mV) is another source of error that impacts the
inverse solution. Removal of these signals and replacing them with interpolated signals significantly improved the reconstructed EGMs and activation times as shown in
Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Activation maps derived from recorded (left) and reconstructed electrograms using raw
fullset (middle) and filtered LA-interpolated (right) torso signals for the fifth selected beat.
[12].

Bear et al have shown in their work about the impact of filtering on inverse reconstruction of epicardial potentials that the removal of high frequency noise by applying
signal averaging or low pass filtering improved the computation of activation times

[9]. This suggests investigating the effect of signal averaging and low pass filtering at
40 Hz combined with interpolating low amplitude signals on the reconstructed activation maps. In addition, other methods of interpolation such as inverse forward interpolation method[12] should be investigated in the future work to compare that with Laplacian method used in this study.

5 Conclusions
Filtering ECG signals according to international and American standards improves
electrogram reconstruction. In addition, removal of low amplitude signals and replacing them with interpolated signals combined with filtering according to the standard
significantly improves reconstructed electrograms and derived activation maps. This
suggests the need for adopting these two pre-processing steps for consistently and
accurately reconstructing of epicardial potentials and derived activation maps.
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